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The statewide implementation of business courts is only 
seven years old. How was the business court legisla-
tion implemented? Are the business courts function-

ing as expected? What does the future hold? These are some 
of the questions we will address here.

Business court legislation passes

Michigan’s business court legislation was the culmination of 
a nearly 12-year effort to establish business courts in the state, 
led by the State Bar of Michigan’s Business Law Section with 
later study by the State Bar’s Judicial Crossroads Task Force 
and its Business Impact Committee. Macomb County adopted 
its specialized business docket beginning November 1, 2011 
(under Judge John C. Foster) and Kent County adopted its 
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business docket beginning March 1, 2012 (under Judge Chris-
topher P. Yates).1 The business court statute took effect state-
wide January 1, 2013.2

The business courts were designed to do the following:

• Establish judicial structures that will help all court users 
by improving the efficiency of the courts.

• Allow business or commercial disputes to be resolved 
with the expertise, technology, and efficiency required 
by the information age economy.

• Enhance the accuracy, consistency, and predictability of 
decisions in business and commercial cases.3

The business court statute requires that all “business or 
commercial disputes” filed in the 17 Michigan circuits with a 
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At a Glance
Michigan’s business court legislation has been 
implemented for seven years, and many of  
the initial business court judges have served full 
six-year terms.

Business court opinions in 24 categories are  
available online.

Business courts have helped provide increased 
predictability and specialized understanding of the 
needs of business disputes.

business court be assigned to a special docket and presided 
over by a designated business court judge.4 The statute defines 
what constitutes a business or commercial dispute and what 
does not. If part of the suit includes a business or commercial 
dispute, the entire case will be assigned to the business court—
even if it includes other claims specifically excluded as busi-
ness or commercial disputes.5

Statewide implementation  
of business court legislation

As part of implementing the business court statute, the 
Michigan Supreme Court approved local administrative orders 
for each circuit with a business court. The Supreme Court 
also approved the business court judges for each circuit.6 The 
initial terms were for six years and expired April 1, 2019.7 All 
business court judges have business cases and either general 
civil or criminal cases (or both), except for Kent County (Judge 
Yates’s docket is solely business or commercial cases).

On June 5, 2013, the Supreme Court amended MCR 2.112 
to address business court cases.8 Under MCR 2.112(O), at-
torneys filing a business court case must verify on the face 
of the complaint that the case “meets the statutory require-
ments to be assigned to the business court.” All business 
cases must bear a “CB” case code.9 Some courts also require 
the parties to complete a form designating the case as a busi-
ness court case.

Administrative Order 2013-6, also issued on June 5, 2013, 
requires circuits with business courts to establish specific case 
management practices for business court matters. These prac-
tices will include a focus on alternative dispute resolution, with 
an emphasis on mediation scheduled early in the proceeding. 
The Michigan Judicial Institute provides comprehensive train-
ing opportunities for business court judges.

The business court statute is amended;  
judges’ terms are extended

Effective October 11, 2017, the Michigan legislature amended 
the business court statute. In general, the amendments refined 
the business court jurisdiction but did not make significant 
changes to the overall statute.10 The amendments conferred 
business court jurisdiction for “business and commercial dis-
putes in which equitable or declaratory relief is sought” or for 
actions that otherwise meet the jurisdictional requirements of 
the circuit court.11

In addition, various kinds of claims were excluded from 
the definition of a “business or commercial dispute,” such as:

• Construction and condominium lien  
foreclosure matters;12

• Actions involving enforcement of condominium  
and homeowners’ governing documents;13 and

• Motor vehicle insurance coverage disputes,  
even if the dispute is between insurers.14

But as previously mentioned, even these excluded claims 
will proceed in the business court if they are contained in an 
action that includes a business or commercial dispute as de-
fined in the statute.

In 2019, the Michigan Supreme Court extended the terms 
of the business court judges through April 1, 2025.15

Individual business courts  
implement their own protocols

With the foundation laid at the state level, it became incum-
bent on the individual business courts to achieve the intended 
goals. As part of their efforts to promote efficiency, some busi-
ness courts have adopted their own specific protocols. Some 
business courts (including Macomb and Oakland counties) 
have established advisory committees where members of the 
bar work with the business court judges to set up protocols 
for a particular court. For instance, Oakland County posted a 
model protective order and case management protocol on its 
website.16 Among other things, the Oakland County Case Man-
agement Protocol considers principles of proportionality in 
discovery and requires initial disclosures.17

Two case management techniques that most business court 
judges emphasize are early mediation and early judicial in-
volvement (often by a case management, scheduling, or status 
conference). At that early case conference, the court and coun-
sel typically discuss the overall nature of the case, which will 
often result in a customized scheduling or case management 
order. In many, but not all, cases, the judge will recommend 
(if not order) early mediation, perhaps after some discovery 
has occurred.
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Since fall 2017, the Michigan Business Law Journal has in-
cluded a regular column called “Touring the Business Courts.” 
These columns have included interviews with business court 
judges and discussions of the protocols of specific courts. In 
customizing their courts to meet the needs of litigants, busi-
ness judges are helping to achieve what then Chief Justice 
Robert P. Young said in 2014: “Every trial court in this state 
can be a little laboratory of new ideas—a fertile ground for 
discovering new and better ways of doing things.”18

Summary of business court opinions

The business court statute requires business court judges 
to publish their opinions. Since January 2014, opinions from 
business court judges have been available to the public on an 
indexed website.19 The Michigan State Court Administrative 
Office (SCAO) organizes those opinions into 24 different cat-
egories described in the table at right. Searches may include 
both a circuit designation and a category or keyword.20

This growing body of online opinions (albeit nonbinding 
on anyone but the litigants) appears to help foster consistency 
among the business court judges. If a judge has issued one or 
more opinions addressing a specific issue or fact pattern in 
the past, this will provide guidance to counsel and the parties 
in their particular case. Business court judges have mentioned 
they are beginning to see counsel cite their previous opin-
ions (or opinions from another business court judge) in briefs 
and oral arguments. Reference to a judge’s previous opinions 
or to approaches that other similarly situated business court 
judges have employed can prove persuasive.

Although empirical data is not currently available to dem-
onstrate this, it is also likely that the availability of business 
court opinions has reduced motion practice. Why file a motion 
(or oppose a motion) if the judge has already ruled on a simi-
lar issue in another case? With guidance available to counsel 
on both sides, resolving contested pretrial issues should be 
easier, at least in theory. Researching opinions from business 
court judges in the relevant circuit could also increase the like-
lihood of either pre-suit settlements or settlements occurring 
early in litigation.

As of October 14, 2019, the business court opinion data-
base held 5,333 records in SCAO’s 24 categories for business 
court opinions; this does not equate to total number of opin-
ions, as some opinions may be assigned to multiple cate-
gories. The allocation of opinions to each SCAO category is 
as follows:21

 
Category

Total  
Records

Agriculture 10

Antitrust, Franchising, Trade Regulation 18

Attorneys 193

Automotive 106

Collection: Debtor/Creditor 126

Construction 308

Contracts 1,570

Deadlock, Dissolution, Liquidation 84

Derivative Actions 39

Directors, Officers, Managers, Shareholders 341

Environmental 40

Finance and Capital Structure 35

Healthcare 35

Information Technology 25

Insurance 289

Intellectual Property 70

Jurisdiction 541

Labor and Employment 132

Organizational Structure 210

Real Estate 351

Restrictive Covenants 81

Tax 115

Torts 557

Uniform Commercial Code 57

“Every trial court in this state can be a little laboratory of new 
ideas—a fertile ground for discovering new and better ways  
of doing things.” — Former Chief Justice Robert P. Young, 2014
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Not surprisingly, the contracts category leads the pack with 
1,570 records. Torts comes in next at 557, and jurisdiction is a 
close third at 541. Automotive has only 106 records, but it is 
likely that opinions on automotive cases (supplier disputes, for 
example) are included elsewhere, particularly in contracts.

Filings and processing times in the business courts

SCAO has compiled the following data reflecting the num-
ber of cases filed in each of the 17 business courts between 
2016 and 2018:22

County 2016 2017 2018

Berrien 44 46 25

Calhoun23 16 21 20

Genesee 56 82 74

Ingham24 102 76 109

Jackson25 9 15 16

Kalamazoo26 25 35 31

Kent27 86 215 257

Livingston 20 12 15

Macomb28 304 306 239

Monroe 14 15 22

Muskegon 12 16 6

Oakland29 960 932 931

Ottawa30 61 61 44

Saginaw31 23 35 34

St. Clair 21 20 20

Washtenaw 101 93 102

Wayne 630 734 80532

With respect to processing times, SCAO’s data from 2018 
shows the following:

• Percent of cases disposed within 364 days:
o All circuit civil cases: 63 percent
o Business court cases: 74 percent
o Time guideline: 70 percent

• Percent of cases disposed within 728 days:
o All circuit civil cases: 93 percent
o Business court cases: 96 percent
o Time guideline: 95 percent

Although processing time was somewhat lower for busi-
ness court cases than all circuit civil cases for 364 days, busi-
ness cases tend to require more judicial time per case. For 
728 days, the processing time for all circuit civil cases and 
business cases was nearly the same (93 percent vs. 96 per-
cent, respectively).33

Business court trials (or not)

It is no secret that fewer and fewer civil cases go to ver-
dict; generally, that figure hovers around 1 percent.34 Busi-
ness cases are no exception. SCAO data shows no jury or 
bench verdicts between 2016 and 2018 in the business courts 
in Berrien, Calhoun, Genesee, Jackson, Monroe, and Muske-
gon counties. Business court judges in Ingham, Kalamazoo, 
Macomb, Ottawa, St. Clair, and Wash te naw counties issued 
bench verdicts during these same years but had no business 
court jury verdicts during that time.35

In all business courts, from 2016 to 2018, there were 19 jury 
verdicts and 46 bench verdicts.36 The seemingly low number 
of jury verdicts may be, in part, because parties in business 
cases are less likely to demand jury trials, either because they 
prefer a bench trial or because they do not have the right to 
a jury trial based on the claims asserted.

Given how few civil cases go to verdict statewide and 
the overall emphasis in business courts on early judicial 
involvement and early mediation (both of which contrib-
ute to early resolutions), the business court statistics are 
no surprise.

Going forward

As of this January, business courts in Michigan have been 
functioning for seven years. Based on feedback from business 
law attorneys and business court judges, the business courts 
are functioning largely as planned and are helping to provide 
increased predictability and specialized understanding of the 
specific needs of business disputes.

Questions for the future include: To the degree they have 
not already done so, how will the business courts implement 
the discovery amendments to the Michigan Court Rules? Will 
further amendments to the business court statute (jurisdiction, 
most likely) be appropriate? Stay tuned. n
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